
EXPERT ANALYSIS OF LETTER FROM DIRECTORS OF SOUTHERN HEALTH TO  
SUELLA BRAVERMAN MP 

 
Based upon email dialogue I have seen, listed below are the seven points as advised to Suella’s 
office.  How well these were conveyed in the actual letter to the SoS is unclear as I’m not aware any 
of us have seen it.  However, I suspect based on what I read in Suella’s press release some of the 
emphasis and rationale behind these points may have been lost in translation and therefore 
misinterpreted by the Trust.  
 
However, I am also mindful that there is a political and PR exercise at play here.  None of the points 
as intended to be made will be new to [Trust Directors].  [Redacted] made a presentation to the 
board a year ago and provided a paper documenting all these points. The paper is available on the 
Trust’s website, albeit buried in a dark and dusty corner. 
 
The seven points as advised: 
 
1) Out of area bed use is a major problem.  In October 2018, 50 patients costing the equivalent 

of £12m per year, were out of area. This is an unsustainable overspend. 
 

2) Community health services for adults and older people is poorly funded. Investment cannot be 
made here whilst out of area bed funding is out of control. 

 
3) NHS England & Commissioners to provide a ring-fenced fund of £5m to be allocated 

specifically to develop better Community Mental Health Services so patients can be safely 
discharged from acute and out of area beds.  (In other words, spend £5m on improved 
community services to save £12m on out of area beds.) 

 
4) Implement ‘outcome measures’ for all the Trust’s services, based on patient and family 

feedback, to show clearly how quickly people receiving Trust services take to become well 
again and whether they manage to stay well.  To show efficacy, appropriateness and 
sustainability of care provided. 

 
5) Mandate use of the ‘triangle of care’ to ensure the patient’s family and carers along with the 

patient are engaged in the assessment and planning of care and support.  Claims that such an 
approach is already in place are not borne out by the comment of families at recent Inquests 
[or yesterday’s Board papers and today’s Inquest]. 

 
6) Provide better training for GP’s in how to help people suffering from mental illness by 

considering other therapies and support in addition to or instead of medication. Clinical 
Psychology formulation and Psycho Social therapy to be set up as pilots of a new model of 
care for people under mental stress. 

 
7)  Appoint an Independent Medical Examiner to investigate all unexpected deaths.  It is 

understood funding constraints may compromise independence and therefore transparency 
and should be addressed. 

 
It was also acknowledged that these areas should be addressed as part of an overall 
transformational change and quality improvement programme of work. 
 
The main point which seems to be lost is how these link together and in effect enable each other.  
The key is item 3), the £5m.  [Redacted] found reference to a little-known incentive scheme 
whereby the government, through NHSE, pays the CCG a one off £175k for every out of area 
patient they manage to repatriate.  With, as at last October 50 patients out of area, there is a 
potential £8.75m bounty that can be claimed by the CCG if these patients were repatriated.  SHFT 
presently has one of the highest out of area beds problems in the country.   
 



The idea rather than wait for the bonus when the patients are brought back was to make some of 
this funding available up front specifically to facilitate the exercise.   
 
By ring fencing it and directing it at improving the services available in the community will enable 
not only the patients currently out of area to come back but also reduce the chances of future 
patients having to go out of area.  The aim is to keep people out of acute wards by better helping 
them to stay well in their communities.   
 
The incentive payment is made to the CCG, for them to decide what to do with it.  The point in 
addressing this letter to the SoS is to attempt to get him to direct that the money be used for this 
purpose, in addition to being paid in part up front as an enabler.  This idea sadly seems to have 
been lost. 
 
In drafting their reply Lynne and Nick seem to have forgotten that the letter was addressed to the 
SoS.  They address the points made as though it were directed to them as criticism and write what I 
feel is a very defensive letter.  A better approach would have been to build on what was said and 
commit to what they could do with £5m to invest in the areas identified, or indeed suggest where 
the outcome could be improved by investing it differently.  They simply don’t see this opportunity; 
they see this as a threat to their position and authority.  Clear arrogance on their part I would 
suggest in that they know best. 

They are dismissive about the points regarding GP training and the deployment of Medical 
Examiners essentially saying its someone else’s job to deal with those. Everyone is aware that these 
are not Trust specific issues, indeed work on STP’s, ACO’s, ICS’s, or whatever the latest acronym for 
more integrated working is, requires all parties to play their part and work as a team.  Saying it’s 
for someone else to do is very much old school “pass the parcel” mentality which indicates to me 
there is much more to be done to change the culture. 

The response to the seven points includes some factual inaccuracies.  [Redacted].  The question 
that was asked, that was not satisfactorily answered, was that how with the proposal now for Trusts 
to at least fund, if not employ, Medical Examiners could they in any way claim to be independent.  
The answer confirmed that initially it was the intention to fund this service nationally from within 
local authorities through a redirection of cremation fees.  This idea was rejected because not 
everyone is cremated when they die. Although burial fees are higher there seems to be some issue 
with using these, which I don’t understand.  This is still up in the air, despite the fact the model of 
using cremation fees worked to great effect in a pilot in Sheffield yet is still meant to be 
implemented nationally by April this year. 

Overall, the response letter doesn’t really say a lot.  It’s all aspirational.  Very little is tangible in 
terms of specific results that can be expected to be seen by a specific time.  [Redacted] I find this 
all very bewildering and a clear sign they are out of their depth. 

It is the lack of ability to do things and produce the tangible results you say you will and be able to 
show to the customer tangible evidence that the service they can expect has improved as a result 
that frustrates me the most.  The first two pages of the letter are all spin and waffle.  It tells us very 
little in terms of what the customer can expect to see by way of improvements.  It tells us there’s a 
new board, a focus on training staff in a QI methodology, a focus on improving patient and carer 
engagement, a new organisation structure and an improved culture.  No detail as to what this will 
mean to the customer, but don’t worry because the CQC and NHSI think it marvellous. 


